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Cardiovascular and hormonal responses to +700 head-up

tilt (HUT: orthostatic challenge) were compared between six

endurance exercise trained (ET) and six untrained (UT)

subjects prior to and immediately following 4 hours of -60

head-down rest (HDR). The ET subjects showed a significant

(P < 0.05) decrease in orthostatic tolerance time (pre-

syncopal symptoms) during post-HDR HUT, while no difference

was observed between ET and UT groups in pre-HDR HUT. The

volume regulatory hormonal responses were similar between ET

and UT groups whether during HUT or HDR. The pre-syncopal

subjects had a greater increase in plasma arginine

vasopressin and less increase in plasma renin activity and

plasma aldosterone during HUT than was observed in non-

syncopal subjects. These data suggest that HDR

deconditioning was more affective in the ET subjects.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

During space flight and prolonged exposure to

weightlessness, astronauts experience cardiovascular

deconditioning. This deconditioning is associated with a

loss of blood and extravascular volume, a decrease in

maximal oxygen uptake capacity and a decrease in baroreflex

control of heart rate, total peripheral resistance and

arterial blood pressure. In addition, deconditioning is

associated with orthostatic intolerance defined as an

increased tendency to faint.

In the near future the United States Air Force expects

to introduce a high performance space plane which will

traverse space for a maximum period of four hours. This

will result in the pilots being exposed to zero gravity for

periods of up to four hours. An important question is

whether exposure to four hours of zero gravity affects pilot

performance during high 'g' turns or on return to earth's

gravity. Preparation of pilots to withstand the effects of

zero gravity for four hours may include resistive and

dynamic exercise training. However, questions have been

raised as to the efficacy of ground based dynamic exercise

training as a countermeasure to the deconditioning effects
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of space flight. In this study, we propose to determine if

endurance exercise trained individuals adjust to simulated

zero gravity stress similarly to those of untrained

individuals.

The human response to prolonged exposure to zero

gravity, bed rest, and water immersion has many important

features in common. The hydrostatic intra- and extra-

vascular pressure gradients that are normally present in the

upright position are abolished or minimized. This causes a

central or cephalad fluid shift that initiates a complex

series of adaptive changes in several organ systems. After

adaptation, re-exposure to normal gravitational forces

produces signs of orthostatic intolerance. For example, the

capacity to perform heavy dynamic leg exercise, viewed as an

index of the functional capacity of the cardiovascular

system, is maintained in space but reduced in the postflight

upright position (6). These data suggest "that the post-

flight impairment of cardiovascular function is the result

of an appropriate adaptation to the altered fluid

distribution at zero gravity, suddenly rendered

inappropriate by the return to normal gravity" (2, 39).

The absence of hydrostatic and deformation forces on

normally load-bearing tissues appear to cause the principal

disturbances found during and after space flight. These

alterations produce reduced body fluid volume and
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musculoskeletal mass, and alterations in basal metabolism.

Specific changes include alterations in hydration status,

resulting in a relative dehydration, loss of body calcium

stores with a concomitant increase in urinary hydroxy-

proline, skeletal muscular atrophy, and a negative energy

balance leading to weight loss, altered body composition,

decreased orthostatic tolerance, and a compromised ability

to deal with physical activity after returning from a space

flight environment (30).

The investigation of human's physiological responses to

micro-gravity of space is very difficult when carried out on

earth. For example, the earth's gravitational field can be

eliminated by flying an aircraft in a parabolic flight

pattern but only for periods of less than forty-five seconds

(44). Therefore, ground-based simulation methods have been

developed. Moreover, there is no conclusive evidence that

zero gravity has any unique or specific effects on the

cardiovascular system that cannot be reproduced at least in

kind during earthbound simulation studies.

In 1976, Russian investigators introduced bed rest with

head-down (anti-orthostatic) tilt, usually at a -4 to -6

degree angle from horizontal, as a more effective technique

of simulating zero gravity than horizontal bed rest (26).

Several Russian and American studies (2,4,26,39,52) have

demonstrated that the effects of head-down tilt are
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qualitatively similar to those of supine bed rest except

that the adaptation was accelerated. During short-term

experiments head-down tilt produced a greater degree of

cardiovascular deconditioning than horizontal bed rest of

equal duration. In general, the comparisons of the effects

of space flight and head-down tilt support the use of head-

down tilt as a simulation method for studies of cardio-

vascular deconditioning.

Most studies of prolonged bed rest and related

conditions have been limited to static before-and-after

comparison, and little is known of the dynamic response

during bed rest. Nevertheless there is strong evidence that

the primary stimulus for the adaptation is the shift of

intravascular fluid from the lower to the upper half of the

body, particularly to the central circulation. The absolute

magnitude and exact time course of the responses to bed

rest, head-down tilt, water immersion, and weightlessness

vary for specific functions, but enough similarities have

been documented to justify the use of head-down tilt as a

tentative model for analysis of the general features of

adaptation to hypogravic conditions.

Exercise training has been part of the preparation of

astronauts and cosmonauts for space missions. In the

conditioning programs of both the USA and the USSR, such

training was emphasized as a nonspecific method for
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increasing resistance to most of spaceflight's detrimental

effects (33). In particular, it was assumed that the higher

cardiovascular fitness brought about by athletic endurance

activities favors the adjustment to changes in gravity.

However, there have been indications that the functional and

morphological consequences of rigorous endurance exercise

training may not only be useless but even disadvantageous

with respect to the response to certain spaceflight-related

stressors. Endurance exercise has been used extensively to

counteract deconditioning, however, very fit subjects

appeared to recover more slowly from prolonged bed rest than

sedentary subjects, if pre-bed-rest exercise performance was

the basis for comparison (45). Despite this finding,

previously fit, deconditioned individuals were nevertheless

likely to physically outperform sedentary subjects. In

contrast athletes have often been considered more sensitive

to short- and long-term orthostatic stress than sedentary

subjects (27). In addition to physical exercise training,

other countermeasures used widely by astronauts have been

pre-reentry fluid loading and G-suit inflation. However,

the effect of physical training and the level of peak oxygen

uptake on orthostasis has remained controversial. More

specifically, little is known about the relationship between

maximal oxygen uptake and the fluid volume and hemodynamic

effects of a brief exposure to simulated zero gravity. One

I
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report suggests that orthostatic tolerance is reduced more

in endurance trained subjects compared to untrained subjects

during post-bedrest simulation of zero gravity (27). It is

apparent therefore, that many questions regarding endurance

exercise training and space flight deconditioning remain to

be answered. One of these questions formed the basis of the

present investigation.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this investigation was to compare

hormonal responses and hemodynamic changes of an endurance

exercise trained group of men with untrained group of men to

an orthostatic stress (+700 head-up tilt) before and after a

period of simulated weightlessness (four hours of -6* head-

down rest).

Purpose and Objectives of the Study

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the

effect of the initial level of fitness on orthostatic

tolerance following four hours of HDR at -6*. To accomplish

this goal the following objectives were proposed:

1. To determine significant differences in orthostatic

tolerance time within and between groups to 30 minutes

of +70* head-up tilt (HUT) before and after 4 hours of

HDR.
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2. To determine changes in hormonal regulation of blood

volume and blood pressure in relation to the 4 hours of

HDR and the 30 minutes of HUT. The hormones to be

evaluated included plasma aldosterone (PA), arginine

vasopressin (AVP), atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP),

and norepinephrine (NE). Plasma renin activity (PRA)

was also measured. The circulatory variables of blood

pressure regulation measured include mean arterial

pressure (MAP), heart rate (HR), cardiac index (CI) and

stroke index (SI).

Hypotheses

The purpose of this experiment was to test the

following hypothesis: Endurance exercise trained subjects

would demonstrate significantly less tolerance to an

orthostatic challenge of +70* head-up tilt (HUT) before and

after four hours of -6* head-down rest (HDR) when compared

to their untrained counterparts. Furthermore, any

differences observed would be related to differences between

groups in blood volume regulatory hormonal responses to the

HDR and HUT.

To test this hypothesis, a null form of statement was

utilized for experimental and statistical purposes as

follows:

1. There is no difference in orthostatic tolerance to HUT
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prior to four hours of head-down rest between endurance

exercise trained and untrained groups.

2. There is no difference in orthostatic tolerance to HUT

immediately following four hours of head-down rest

between endurance exercise trained and untrained

groups.

3. There is no difference in the volume regulatory

hormonal responses of endurance exercise trained men

compared to untrained men during the +70* head-up tilt

orthostatic challenges nor during the four hours of

head-down rest.

Definition of Terms

1. Endurance exercise trained group (ET group) -- Subjects

having a peak oxygen uptake (102peak) greater than

56 ml-kg1 .min-1 and who are currently engaged in

endurance exercise training for 1 hour at least three

days per week (i.e. runners, cyclist, triathletes).

2. Untrained group (UT group) -- Subjects having a peak

oxygen uptake (702peak) less than 46 ml-kg~1 -min~1 and who

are not regularly exercising.

3. Graded exercise test (GXT) -- This test protocol

involves the subject riding an electronic cycle

ergometer at 60 revolutions per minute (rpm) with 100

kilograms meters (Kgm) per minute increase in workload

I. .. . . . . . . . . .
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until the subject reaches volitional fatigue.

4. Simulated weightlessness -- A ground based perturbation

(usually prolonged bed rest, water immersion or head-

down rest) used to induce physiological changes similar

to those encountered in the micro-gravity environments

of space.

5. Head-down rest or tilt (HDR) -- In this investigation,

it refers to supine bed rest with the head of the

subject positioned 60 below the feet. This position

was sustained for a period of 4 hours.

6. Head-up tilt (HUT) -- In this investigation, it refers

to supine bed rest with the head of the subject

positioned 700 above the feet. This position was

sustained for 30 minutes.

7. Pre-syncopal symptoms -- Include paleness, sweating,

slight nauseousness, light-headedness or arterial blood

pressure below 90/50 mmHg.

8. Orthostatic tolerance -- The ability of cardiovascular

reflexes to maintain arterial pressure at a level

adequate to maintain cerebral perfusion.

9. Orthostasis -- Any environmental perturbation that

produces qualitative effects similar to those induced

by the upright stationary posture.
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Delimitations

Factors incorporated by the investigator as a means of

delimiting the investigation to increase the feasibility of

successful completion and help insure meaningful results.

1. The experimental subjects were twelve healthy non-

smoking males aged between 18 and 35 years. They were

subdivided into two groups of six subjects based on

fitness levels: one group with 02peak greater than

56 ml-kg~1 *min~1 designated the endurance exercise

trained (ET) group, the other group with 02peak less

than 46 ml-kg 1 *-min~1 designated the untrained (UT)

group.

2. All subjects orally ingested 500 ml of tap water on

each test day to insure euhydration.

3. During the test, room temperature was held relatively

constant at 250 10C for all subjects.

4. All subjects underwent 30 minutes of supine bed rest

prior to each HUT or HDR challenge to insure

reestablishment of fluid volumes in intracellular

(ICF), extracellular (ECF) and intravascular (IV) fluid

compartments.

5. Pre-HDR +700 HUT and post-HDR +700 HUT were presented

in randomized order within two weeks of each other. If

the post-HDR challenge was performed prior to the pre-

HDR challenge to insure replacement of blood loss due
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to blood sample withdrawals during both the HDR and

+700 HJT, at least three days elapsed between tests.

6. The maximal time of head-up tilt in +70* position prior

to and following HDR was thirty minutes.

Limitations

Listed below are the factors that may have confounded

the results of the study.

1. Differences in the pre- and post-HDR tolerance to +700

HUT may have reflected changes independent of the four

hour perturbation (i.e. motivation, perception, and

anxiety).

2. The hormones measured may not have been reflective of

the cortical regulatory responses to maintain

consciousness.

3. The variability of the hormone responses between

subjects may exceed the capacity of the study to

determine differences between groups.



CHAPTER II

Chapter II entails a comprehensive review of previous

research in the area of micro-gravity simulation. It was

important to review prior research so that the information

gained could be utilized in planning the present

investigation and also to insure that earlier experiments

were not duplicated unknowingly. The physiological

adaptations observed both during and after simulated micro-

gravity studies were discussed within the context of the

present investigation. The significance of these earlier

findings were also of importance during the interpretation

of the results of this study.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Ground based simulations of weightlessness were

typically accomplished by the use of water immersion or

prolonged bed rest that sometimes lasted for 30 days before

the discovery of head-down tilt (HDR). Bed rest with the

addition of HDR was initially introduced by the Russian

investigators as a more effective technique of simulating

micro-gravity than horizontal bed rest (26). Subsequently,

other studies (2,34,39) have shown that during bed rest, a

slight head down position (HDR) of approximately -40 to -6*

12
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produced more prominent physiological changes that more

closely resemble the condition occurring during zero-gravity

than does water immersion or prolonged supine bed rest.

Presently HDR, also referred to as anti-orthostatic

hypokinesia, has gained wide acceptance within the

scientific community and is commonly employed by numerous

researchers as a laboratory method of simulating

weightlessness (49).

When a person encounters zero-gravity environment

during spaceflight two to three liters of fluid volume which

normally pools in the legs, shifts to the thoracic

cavity (37). According to Nixon et al. (38), this

redistribution of fluids from the lower to the upper half of

the body occurred during the early stages of spaceflight and

was essentially accomplished within the first 6 hr of HDR.

In addition to these fluid shifts, blood volume losses of

350-500 milliliters (ml) have been reported (2,7,38). The

decrease in blood volume was most likely due to increased

urine production ,and tissue filtration mediated by the

activation of low pressure baroreceptors (36) caused by the

fluid volume shift from the legs to the thorax. This

cephalad volume shift appears confirmed in that the torso

segment volume remains elevated during the total head-down

rest period when subjects are placed in a -6* anti-

orthostatic position (37). The fluid shifts accompanying a
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micro-gravity induced weight loss and hypovolemia have been

recorded after space flights as short as eight hours (38).

The space flight induced hypovolemia has been shown to be

associated with orthostatic intolerance in post-flight

testing (38).

One might intuitively predict a shift of blood volume

from the lower extremities towards the torso upon the

initiation of HDR. Many researchers have reported this

phenomenon, however, Montgomery would caution that subjects

may in fact lose volume from the legs, thighs and torso into

the pelvic area during simulated short-term weightlessness

and that these torso and pelvic volume changes were subject

dependent (37). Since tissues surrounding most of the blood

vessels in the mammalian organism are composed of 70% water,

which has a specific gravity of 1.0, the changes in body

position within a gravitational field would be expected to

alter the pressure in these tissues in direct proportion to

the vertical height of the fluid columns. Alterations in

these hydrostatic pressure gradients in the column of blood

may be sufficient to explain all fluid shifts of vascular

and extravascular fluid observed during HDR (21). It has

also been suggested that the pulmonary circulation may

function as a reservoir for the displaced blood volume

during simulated weightlessness (49), as torso segment

volume remained elevated throughout the exposure in a -60
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anti-orthostatic position (37).

It can be assumed that a moderate increase of heart

volume at the initiation of HDR was mainly caused by a

distension of the right atrium and ventricle (28), due to an

increase venous blood flow to the heart (preload). Changes

in blood flow to the heart as preload can be monitored by

measuring the changes in central venous pressure (CVP) or

right atrial pressure (RAP). In a recent HDR investigation

utilizing surgically instrumented dogs, Squires reported an

initial increase in RAP upon initiation of tilt which

reached a peak value after approximately 15 minutes and

remained elevated throughout the entire one hour HDR

protocol (48). The time course of these pressure changes

was in agreement with the previous findings of Gaffney et

al. (11) who performed a similar experiment using human

subjects. Others have reported that CVP was increased

significantly after 30 minutes but had returned to control

levels after 90 minutes of HDR (39). Progressive head-down

tilt initially caused the expected increase in cardiac

filling pressures (CVP) but was followed by a paradoxical

fall in CVP, implying a shift in the hydrostatic

indifference point (HIP) from a position below the heart to

a position above the atria (2). According to Ebert, CVP may

be expected to increase in some subjects and actually

decrease in other during short-term exposure to
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weightlessness (8). During a parabolic flight of 23.3 sec,

CVP increased significantly from both supine and upright

sitting position at 1 G (40). The adaptive changes commonly

associated with HDR initially include an increased stroke

volume with a compensatory bradycardiac response, with later

changes following sustained HDR including decreased blood

volume, reduced exercise capacity and decreased orthostatic

tolerance.

Nixon et al. (38) reported a 22% decrease of maximal

oxygen uptake during upright bicycle exercise in young men

following a 24-h period of head-down tilt at -5*. Head-down

tilt produced a decrease in upright and supine stroke volume

without inducing changes in cardiac contractile state

(2,38). During upright cycling exercise after supine bed

rest, Saltin noted a relative tachycardia at rest and during

submaximal exercise, however, the cardiac output was

significantly lower than control measurements at equivalent

workloads and maximal heart rate did not change (45). The

systemic arterio-venous oxygen difference (A-VO2DIFF) was

higher after bed rest, both at rest and during submaximal

exercise, but unchanged during maximal work. The reductions

in maximal oxygen uptake (02 x) were directly proportional

to the decrease in stroke volume.

Following a 24-hr period of head-down tilt at -5*,

intravenous saline infusion sufficient to bring central
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venous pressure (CVP) back to pre-tilt levels in the supine

position abolished the loss of exercise capacity in the

upright position (2). This normalization of CVP required a

volume of fluid corresponding to twice the blood volume

lost (2,4) suggesting changes in autonomic control of venous

compliance. The data on autonomic function after bed rest

and space flights were inconclusive although the post-

adaptive heart rate response to orthostatic stress was

consistently increased.

It appears that the increased heart rate post-HDR may

prove to be an appropriate compensation for the reported

decrease in stroke volume (SV) as a result of a reduced

blood volume (38). Decreases in blood volume following

simulated weightlessness appear to play a major role in the

post-experimental decreases in exercise capacity and

orthostatic tolerance. In an investigation of exercise

response in middle-aged men following bedrest, SV decreased

despite an increase in left ventricular ejection fraction,

suggesting that reductions in exercise cardiac output

resulted from a lower atrial filling and end diastolic

volume (24).

Gaffney et al. (11) investigated cardiovascular

deconditioning produced by 20 hours of -50 HDR in middle-

aged (41-48 years) healthy men. They found CVP, stroke

volume, and cardiac output all increased significantly from
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supine baseline values, but all returned to baseline within

20 hours. However, the increase in CVP tended to be larger

and of longer duration in the middle-aged group compared to

that of the younger group reported by Blomqvist (2) and

Nixon (39).

The initial changes induced by space flights and

ground-based studies are characterized by a reduction in

hydrostatic gradient leading to a headward shift of fluid

which leads to increased pressure in both atria. This

increase in CVP leads to hormonal modifications

characterizing the Gauer-Henry reflex (12): inhibition of

secretion of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system and

vasopressin. The reduction of plasma renin activity and

aldosterone during head-down rest or water immersion were

reported by many authors (1,9,10,29,35) while unchanged was

observed in others (39,52). It was demonstrated by Hodsman

et al. (23) that a small increase in right atrial pressure

associated with 30 min of -20* head-down tilt followed by a

30 min supine rest caused a significant increase in atrial

natriuretic peptide (ANP) release. Similar ANP response was

reported by Gharib et al. (13).

In most studies of short-term exposure to head-down

tilt, supine baseline measurements have been used as the

reference point. However, Gharib et al. (13,14) have

recognized the problem with the supine position as a
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reference for head-down tilt studies since the horizontal

position 'per se' induces a considerable headward shift of

fluid. In their study, it was concluded that the main part

of the cephalad shift is achieved by bed rest as reflected

by changes in hematocrit and plasma protein concentration.

In addition, the decrease in diastolic blood pressure and

the inhibition of the renin-angiotensin aldosterone system

(in part explained by a decrease in NE) were similar in

supine bed rest and -104 head-down tilt. It is clear from

their study that if recumbency is chosen as the control

situation in HDR studies, it is not surprising to observe

only a few changes when HDR is applied. In an immediate

transition from a 30* HUT to a -6* HDR position, Gutler et

al. (19) reported a dramatic change in cardiovascular

variables which confirms Gharib's finding.

Deconditioning studies have provided an additional

model with which to investigate the relationship between

aerobic fitness and orthostatic intolerance. If aerobic

fitness is associated with lower orthostatic tolerance, then

alterations in 102max following deconditioning should be

inversely associated with changes in orthostatic response.

Experimentation during NASA's Skylab missions demonstrated

that fluid was shifted from the lower extremities to the

more central and cephalad portions of the circulation. The

results of this redistribution and of other alterations in
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the regulation of the circulation were termed cardiovascular

deconditioning. The term deconditioning was felt to be

appropriate because those individuals who were tested during

or immediately after space flight demonstrated less

orthostatic tolerance when provoked with lower body negative

pressure, higher submaximal oxygen consumptions at

equivalent workloads, and higher resting heart rates when

compared to their responses pre-flight (25).

In order to understand the effects of the moderately

intense physical training on orthostasis, Greenleaf (17)

studied the effects of six month training on the orthostatic

and fluid-electrolyte-endocrine responses to 600 head-up

tilt before and after 6 hours of water immersion. They

found that with both pre- and post-training, there was a

significant decrease in tilt tolerance after water-immersion

deconditioning. However, despite the significant increase

in maximal oxygen uptake (18% when change was expressed in

1-min~1 or a 22% increase when expressed as ml-kg 1 -min) ,

there were no significant changes in control or post-

immersion tilt tolerances measured after training. In 1989,

Greenleaf et al. (18) conducted another study to determine

if intensive isotonic or isokinetic exercise training during

30 days of -6* head-down bedrest would reduce the incidence

of orthostatic intolerance. Orthostatic testing was

performed on ambulatory control day 1 and bed rest day 30
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using a 60* head-up tilt challenge. They reported that the

mean day 30 tolerance time was significantly lower than

control day 1 tolerance, but the reductions were not

different between groups. From their results it appears

that the orthostatic intolerance was due mainly to the

induced reduction in total body hydrostatic pressure

gradients due to the -6* head-down body position, and this

effect was independent of the level of physical fitness.

Thus, it was concluded that factors other than exercise

training status were probably involved.

In 1984, Convertino et al. (3) reported on the

cardiovascular response to orthostasis performed at +600 HUT

position for maximal 60 minutes before and after a period of

8 days of cycle ergometer exercise training. The cycle

ergometer exercise training regimen was performed two hours

each day at 65% maximal oxygen uptake. Following training,

70 2maxincreased significantly from 55.3 7.0 ml-kg1-. min1 to

60.3 6.3 ml~kg' -min 1 (8.3%),, resting heart rate decreased

significantly by 8.1%, and plasma volume increased

significantly by 12.2%. They found that following training,

mean tolerance time increased but the difference was not

statistically significant. In addition, heart rate and

rate-pressure-product decreased significantly, however

systolic (SBP), diastolic (DBP), mean (MAP), and pulse

pressures (PP) along with percentage changes in plasma
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volume were unchanged during tilt. They suggested that

short duration ergometer exercise training was associated

with increases in 70 and these enhanced the cardio-

vascular adjustments during head-up tilt.

In 1988, Pawelczyk et al. (41) reported on the cardio-

vascular responses to 10 min of orthostasis using foot-

supported +70* head-up tilt challenge before and after an

aerobic exercise training program. Orthostatic tolerance

was not determined. Following training 1702max increased

significantly by 8.7% (from 41.2 to 44.8 ml-min-kg-').

Resting heart rate, SBP and DBP were significantly

decreased. They found that MAP, DBP, and PP responses did

not change during head-up tilt following exercise training.

However, despite a greater HR increase during HUT, SBP

decreased by 3.4 mmHg during HUT after the exercise program.

They suggested that control of blood pressure during 10 min

of orthostasis was diminished by endurance exercise training

which was against Convertino's (3) finding.

In 1981, Shvartz et al. (47) reported on the fluid-

electrolyte and endocrine responses during orthostasis of

fainters and non-fainters prior to and after exercise

training and heat acclimation. Following heat acclimation,

the non-fainters showed improved orthostatic tolerance.

This improvement was related to increases in post-tilt

plasma volume and plasma concentration of potassium. Prior
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to heat acclimation, plasma renin activity (PRA) increased

five fold and antidiuretic hormone (ADH) increased fifty

fold. The corresponding increases in PRA and ADH after heat

acclimation were lower by 50% and 75%, respectively. There

was a five times greater PRA in non-fainters than in

fainters prior to heat acclimation. Whereas, ADH was higher

in the fainters than the non-fainters prior to heat

acclimation. The orthostatically-induced increase in ADH

appeared related to blood volume regulation independent of

PRA. This increase was reduced with improvement in

orthostatic tolerance, probably as a result of exercise

training induced increase in plasma volume.

In summary, enough similarities have been documented to

justify the use of -61 head-down rest as a tentative model

for analysis of the general features of adaptation to micro-

gravitational conditions. In addition, there is specific

differences between endurance exercise trained and untrained

populations with respect to simulated spaceflight

deconditioning. The most likely reason for these decrements

in orthostatic tolerance appears to be related to the

effects of fluid loss (i.e. de-hydration) induced by the

simulation of micro-gravity environments and/or differences

in total blood volume as a result of endurance exercise

training. However, the question posed by this investigation

still remains unanswered: are endurance exercise trained
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individuals more likely to show greater decreases in

orthostatic tolerance than their untrained peers following

short-term exposure to simulated weightlessness?



CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

As mentioned previously, this investigation was to

determine the effects of four hours (4 h) of head-down rest

(HDR) on orthostatic tolerance in endurance exercise trained

(ET) and untrained (UT) individuals. All subjects were

required to perform a baseline graded exercise test (GXT) as

part of their initial screening process. In addition, each

subject was involved in two studies on discrete days: a) the

30 minutes of +70* control head-up tilt (HUT) study (pre-

HDR) ; and b) the 30 minutes of +700 HUT following four hours

of -60 HDR study (post-HDR). The pre-HDR challenge was

compared to the post-HDR challenge for both groups to

determine the effects of HDR on orthostatic tolerance. This

chapter explains the methods and procedures used during this

investigation.

Subjects

Twelve healthy male volunteers aged between 18 and 35

years were recruited from area universities, University of

North Texas and Texas college of Osteopathic Medicine (TCOM)

for participation in this study. These subjects were

divided into two groups, six in each group, according to

25
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their peak oxygen uptake (02peak), an index of maximal oxygen

uptake ('02=x), determined from a graded exercise test (GXT)

on a cycle ergometer. The endurance exercise trained (ET)

group had an average 102peak greater than 56 ml-kg"- min1 and

the untrained (UT) group had an average 702peak of less than

46 ml-kg1 *min~1 . A demographic and physiologic description

of the subject groups are summarized in Table 1 below.

TABLE I

Subject Characteristics

Group 102peak Age Weight Height

(ml - kg~1 -min' 1) (yr) (kg) (cm)

ET mean 60.1 29.8 73.5 177.5
iSEM +1.4 2.1 2.0 5.1

UT mean 39.1** 26.8 86.4 182.7
1SEM +2.3 0.3 6.5 i 3.0

** p<0.01 between groups

Prior to the subjects participation in the study, they were

informed of the procedures, risks and possible benefits of

their participation and were required to sign an informed

consent form which has been approved by the Institutional

Review Board for the Use of Human Subjects at TCOM, see

Appendix I. Subjects were requested to abstain from

physical activity, alcoholic and caffeinated beverages, or

medications for 24 hours prior to participating in the

experiment.
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Experimental Protocol

All subjects were involved in three studies on three

separate days: a) the GXT test; b) the control 30 minutes of

+700 head-up tilt (HUT) study (or pre-HDR); and c) the 30

minutes of +700 HUT following four hours of -60 head-down

rest (HDR) study (or post-HDR).

Graded exercise testing protocol:

On the testing day, the subjects were seated on an

electromagnetic-braked cycle ergometer (Quinton Inc. model

#845). After two minutes of resting data collection, the

riders began pedalling at a speed of 60 rpm. The workload

increased 100 kgm-min1 until the subject could no longer

maintain pedal cadence and/or reached exhaustion. Heart

rate was monitored using bipolar leads of a three channel

electrocardiogram (Quinton Model #133). Heart rate was

recorded and measured from a 10 second paper recording of

the electrocardiograph (ECG), for one minute during seated

rest (control) and every minute during cycling and during

five minutes of zero load cycling recovery. Respiratory

variables for determining oxygen uptake (702) were recorded

continuously throughout the test. 'O 2peakwas determined as

the highest '702 value achieved at 60 rpm during the test.

Pre-HDR and post-HDR +700 HUT protocol:

HUT was performed at the same time of day either with
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(post-HDR) or without (pre-HDR) the 4 h of -60 HDR. The

pre- and post-HDR HUT protocols were the same for both

tests. The subject was requested to drink 500 ml of tap

water, weighed and familiarized with the test protocol.

Then the subject lay supine on the revolving bed (Circo-

electric Stryker) while a 20G, 3.2 cm (1 1/4") catheter was

inserted into the antecubital vein for venous blood

sampling. A five lead Electrocardiograph (ECG) system was

utilized for monitoring the ECG (Cambridge Inc., model VS

34) and recording heart rate. Blood pressure was recorded

using a finger plethysmographic technique (Finapres, model

2300, Omheda Inc.). Thirty minutes after inserting the

catheter, an 18 ml blood sample was taken for control

purposes and blood pressures and heart rate were recorded

for one minute. Eight ml of the sample was transferred into

a 10-ml vacutainer containing EDTA (1 mg/ml) and a

stabilizer solution which contained 40 Al of 50 mM sodium

metabisulfite (NaHSO 3) and 160 Al of EGTA (90 mg/ml) &

glutathione (60 mg/ml) solution for determination of plasma

norepinephrine (NE). The remaining 10 ml of the blood

sample were transferred into a 10-ml vacutainer containing

EDTA (1 mg/ml) for the following measurements: atrial

natriuretic peptide (ANP), aldosterone (PA), arginine

vasopressin (AVP), plasma renin activity (PRA). The EGTA &

glutathione solution was dissolved in distilled water by
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adding several drops of 10 N NaOH. Each blood sample drawn

was replaced via the antecubital vein by an equal volume of

0.9% normal saline. A customized sling harness was placed

around the upper thigh of each leg. Leg muscle activity was

monitored by EMG electrodes placed on the upper thighs. The

finger blood pressure monitor (Finapres) was supported at

heart level by having the subject's arm supported by a

shoulder sling. Following collection of the control data

the subject was tilted to +70* for 30 minutes or until pre-

syncopal symptoms were recorded. Blood pressures and heart

rate were recorded at 1', 5', 15', and 30' or at presyncope.

The 18 ml blood samples were taken at 1', 15', and 30' or at

presyncope after each blood pressure measurement. Subjects

were allowed to terminate at their request. When pre-

syncopal symptoms such as nausea, pale pallor and sweating

were evident and/or blood pressures were below 90/50 mmHg,

the subject was immediately brought to supine position and

remained at that position until fully recovered.

Four hours of -60 head-down rest:

On the experimental day, during which the subject

underwent four hours of -60 HDR immediately followed by a

thirty minute or pre-syncopal +700 HUT orthostatic

challenge, as described above, the subject was scheduled to

arrive early in the morning. They were requested to drink

500 ml of tap water, were weighed and the testing procedures
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explained. The subject lay supine on the revolving bed

(Circo-electric Stryker) and was prepared as described under

HUT protocol. A 2-D echocardiogram (Interspec IL Series 3)

was performed in order to obtain resting supine cardiac

outputs (0c). Thirty minutes after catheter insertion,

blood pressures and heart rates were recorded for one minute

and an 18 ml blood sample was drawn and divided into

aliquots as described under HUT protocol.

After collecting supine control blood pressures and HR,

the subject was tilted to -6* in the head-down position for

four hours. During the four hour HDR period SBP, DBP, MAP

and HR were recorded simultaneously at 1', 5', 15', 30',

60', 120', 180' and 240'. Blood samples were taken after

each minute of physiologic data collection at these same

time periods and treated and prepared for hormone analysis

as described above. Echocardiography using a 2-D

echocardiogram of the left ventricle and pulse doppler

echocardiogram of the ascending aortic root was used to

determine cardiac output at 30', 60', 120', 180' and 240' of

HDR.

Physiologic Measurements

Metabolic measurements during the graded exercise test:

The subject breathed through a mouthpiece attached to a

saliva trap and a volume transducer. Respired 02 and CO2
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partial pressures (P0 2 and PCO2) were measured from a

sampling port in the saliva trap with a mass spectrometer

(Perkin-Elmer MGA-1100AB). Expired and inspired air flow

were measured using a turbine transducer which transmits a

voltage output to the ventilation measurement module

(VMM-Alpha Technologies, Inc.). These signals underwent

analog-to-digital conversion utilizing a laboratory

minicomputer (MINC 23; D.E.C.) for on-line, breath-by-breath

computation of 102, carbon dioxide output (qC02),

respiratory exchange ratio (R), and minute ventilation (7E),

using a customized computer software program. These data

were displayed on a graphics terminal (VT125; D.E.C.) on-

line and were plotted on an X-Y plotter using a printer

terminal (LA50; D.E.C.).

Blood pressure and heart rate measurements during HUT and

HDR:

In order to measure blood pressure using a

plethysmographic technique (Finapres), a small occlusion

cuff was placed on the middle finger of the subject's hand.

This technique requires the subject's hand to be maintained

at heart level and provides a pressure wave from a beat-to-

beat measure of the blood pressure. Systolic blood pressure

(SBP), Diastolic blood pressure (DBP), calculated mean

arterial pressure (MAP) and HR were recorded for one minute

on the screen of the terminal (VT240) through a minicomputer
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(MINC-23) which was connected with the finger plethysmograph

and the electrocardiogram (Cambridge Inc. model VS 34).

Cardiac output determination during HDR:

Cardiac output (Qc) was determined during rest and -6*

HDR using an ultrasound system (Interspec IL Series 3) and

recorded on video tape (VHS) for analysis. A 3.5 MHz/13mm

medium focus adult cardiac transducer was used to acquire

M-mode and 2-D imaging and Pulsed Wave (PW) doppler

recordings. A parasternal long axis view was used for

M-mode and 2-D imaging of the aortic root and chordal level

left ventricular (LV) dimensions. A suprasternal view was

used for PW doppler of the ascending aortic arch. The Oc

was determined from video tape playback using the software

package (Advanced Cardiac Calculations Package). Pulsed

Wave doppler Oc was calculated as

Oc = FVI x CSA x HR . . . . .(i)

where HR = heart rate at time of measurement, CSA = cross-

sectional area of the aortic root taken from M-mode

diameter, and FVI = average velocity x flow period (sec). A

minimum of four flow velocity curves were averaged to get

the mean Oc during each sampling period.

Hormone analyses:

Blood samples were centrifuged at 40 C at a speed of

1,000 g for 15 minutes. Then plasma from an 8 ml blood

sample was pipetted into a chilled, labeled polystyrene tube
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for NE measurement. Plasma from a second vacutainer was

aliquoted into three parts; 2.5 ml were pipetted into a

chilled, labeled polystyrene tube for ANP and AVP

measurements, 0.8 ml was pipetted into a chilled, labeled

ependorff tube for PA measurement, and 1.0 ml was pipetted

into a chilled, labeled ependorff tube for PRA measurement.

All tubes were capped and stored below -70 0 C until analysis.

All plasma samples were assayed as soon as possible. NE was

analyzed by using high performance liquid chromatography

with electrochemical detection (HPLC-EC) and the other

hormones were analyzed by radioimmunoassay (RIA). The

procedures for each hormone measurement were as follows:

1. Aldosterone measurement:

Aldosterone concentrations were quantified using a

Coat-A-Count Aldosterone RIA kit (Diagnostic Products

Corp.). On the assay day, plasma was thawed to room

temperature and mixed by gentle swirling or inversion. Four

plain tubes were labelled: two for total counts (T) and two

for nonspecific binding (NSB) in duplicate. Two aldosterone

antibody-coated tubes were labeled for maximum binding (MB),

twelve for standards 25, 50, 100, 300, 600 and 1200 pg/ml

and additional tubes for controls and samples. All were

measured in duplicate. A 200 l aliquot of zero standard

was pipetted into the NSB and MB tubes, and 200 l of each

remaining standard, control and sample were pipetted into
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their respective tubes. One ml of [1251] labelled

aldosterone (specific activity = 2,200 yCi/pg) was then

added to each tube. All tubes, with the exception of the

total counts tubes were vortexed briefly and gently before

they were incubated at 370C for three hours. After

incubation the supernatant was decanted leaving a pellet

behind. The pellets were then counted for one minute in a

gamma counter. This procedure has a detection limit of

approximately 16 pg/ml.

The calculation for the aldosterone concentrations was

made by first averaging duplicate samples in counts per

minute (CPM). The net CPM for each sample was calculated as

Net CPM = Average CPM - Average NSB CPM . . . (ii).

Binding of duplicate samples was then determined as a

percent of MB with the net MB taken as 100%:

Percent Bound = Net CPM / Net MB x 100 . . . (iii).

The percent bound was plotted on the vertical axis of semi-

logarithmic graph paper against the concentration of each

standard on the horizontal axis. A smooth line was then

drawn between the six points giving a standard curve.

Aldosterone concentrations for the unknowns were then

estimated from the standard curve by interpolation.

2. Plasma renin activity measurement:

Angiotensin I [1251] RIA kits (New England Nuclear) were

used to measure plasma renin activity (PRA) by the quantita-
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tion of generated angiotensin I (Ang I). The procedure was

performed in two steps: a) Angiotensin I generation and b)

RIA analysis of Ang I.

a) Angiotensin I generation:

A 0.5 ml plasma sample or control sample was

pipetted into a clear polystyrene tube in an ice bath.

10 Al of a dimercaprol solution and 10 gl of a 8-

hydroxyquinoline solution were added to each tube and

mixed. The inhibition of converting enzyme and

angiotensinase activity during the generation of Ang I

was accomplished by the use of EDTA, dimercaprol and

8-hydroxyquinoline. One ml of maleate buffer, 2-80 C in

temperature, was added to each tube and mixed

thoroughly. One ml of the contents of each tube was

then transferred to a similarly labeled polystyrene

tube. The 1 ml aliquots were incubated for one hour at

370C, while the remainder of the initial samples were

maintained in an ice bath for the same period of time.

At the end of the incubation period the samples

incubated at 370C were matched against their 4*C

samples in the ice bath and the Ang I was assayed by

RIA techniques.

b) RIA analysis of Ang I:

All kit reagents, except standards and controls,

were brought to room temperature before use. All
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samples, standards and controls were kept in an ice

bath while pipetting. A series of tubes were labeled

for the standard curve and four tubes for each sample

to be analyzed. 100 Al of each standard, control or

plasma sample were pipetted into the appropriate tubes.

100 Al of 1 25 1-angiotensin I (specific activity >

500 nCi/mg) were pipetted into all tubes. 100 l of

antiserum were pipetted into the appropriate tubes.

All tubes were vortexed for 2 to 5 seconds and then

incubated for two hours at room temperature or

overnight at 40C. At the end of the incubation, the

second antibody was mixed well and 0.5 ml pipetted into

each tube. The tubes were vortexed and incubated for

20 to 30 minutes at room temperature and then

centrifuged at a speed of 1,000 g for at least 10

minutes at room temperature or 40C. The supernatant

was decanted and the pellets were counted in a gamma

counter for one minute. The sensitivity of this

method, defined as the mass equivalent to twice the

standard deviation of the zero binding, is

approximately 40 pg/ml. The calculation of Ang I was

made as mentioned above for aldosterone except that the

value read from the curve was multiplied by a dilution

factor of three. Plasma renin activity was calculated

from the following formula:
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PRA = Ang I (37*C) - Ang I (40C) . . . . (iv).

3. ANP and AVP measurements:

The measurements for ANP and AVP are similar. Two

steps are involved: a) plasma extraction and b) RIA.

a) Plasma extraction step:

Two buffers were prepared. Buffer A: 0.1%

trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, HPLC grade). Buffer B: 60%

acetonitrile (HPLC grade) in 0.1% TFA (HPLC grade).

A 2 ml plasma sample was acidified by adding 4 ml

of buffer A. The sample was then centrifuged at

1,000 g for 15 min at 4C. A Sep-Column containing

200 mg of C18 (Peninsula Laboratories, Inc., Belmont

CA) was activated by washing it four times with 5 ml of

buffer B. 6 ml of plasma solution were slowly applied

to the Sep-Column and then the column was slowly washed

four times with 5 ml of buffer A. ANP and AVP were

slowly eluted into a polypropylene tube by washing the

column five times with 1 ml of buffer B. The eluant

was evaporated to dryness in a centrifugal concentrator

(SAVANT Instruments, Inc., Farmingdale, NY). The tubes

containing the residues were capped and then frozen

below -70*C for later analysis or dissolved in 440 gl

of RIA buffer for assaying ANP and AVP immediately.

b) RIA step:

[Arg8 ]-vasopressin RIA kits (Peninsula
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Laboratories, Inc.) and rabbit anti-a-hANP serum

(Peninsula Laboratories, Inc.) were used along with

[1251] -a-hANP (Amersham Company), goat anti-rabbit IgG

serum (GARGG) and normal rabbit serum (NRS)

(Antibodies, Inc.), and a-hANP(1-28) and bovine serum

albumin (Sigma, Co.) for the RIA analysis of ANP and

AVP. The RIA analysis was carried out over a three day

period.

Day 1:

The RIA buffer (powder) and Triton X-100 were

dissolved in distilled water. This was used to

reconstitute all of the other compounds in the

assay kit and for dissolving samples. The

standard, [Arg8 ]-vasopressin, and the rabbit anti-

[Arg8 ]-vasopressin serum were reconstituted with

RIA buffer and stored on ice. A series of

polystyrene tubes were set up for standards and

samples. A 100 pl aliquot of unknown sample or

standard was pipetted into labeled tubes in

duplicate. 100 A of rabbit anti-[Arg8I]-

vasopressin serum were pipetted into the

appropriate tubes and the samples were vortexed.

The tubes were then covered and incubated

overnight at 4*C.
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Day 2:

The 121-[Arg 8 ]-vasopressin (specific activity

= 1105 Ci/mmole; IC50 = 3.2 pg/tube) was

reconstituted with 13 ml of RIA buffer and stored

on ice. A 100 l sample of the reconstituted

12 5 I-[Arg 8]-vasopressin was placed in a test tube

and counted in a gamma counter for one minute.

The amount was adjusted to get 18,000-20,000

cpm/tube reading. The proper amount of rehydrated

125 1-[Arg 8]-vasopressin was then added to each tube

and the tubes were vortexed, covered and incubated

overnight at 40C.

Day 3:

The GARGG and the NRS were reconstituted with

13 ml of RIA buffer. A 100 Al aliquot of

rehydrated GARGG and 100 l of rehydrated NRS were

added to each tube. The tubes were vortexed and

then incubated at room temperature for 2 hours.

An additional 0.5 ml of RIA buffer was then added

to each tube and the tubes were again vortexed.

The tubes were then centrifuged at 1,000 g for

20 minutes. The supernatant was carefully

decanted and the pellets were counted in a gamma

counter for one minute.

The AVP concentrations were calculated using
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the same technique as described for the aldoste-

rone measurements except that the sample concen-

tration read from the standard curve was divided

by a factor of 2.2. Values obtained from percent

bound of approximately 20% to 80% are the most

accurate since this is the linear portion of the

curve.

The RIA analysis for ANP was the same as the

AVP RIA analysis with the exception of assay

specific reagents (specific activity of [ 2 5I]-a-

hANP = 2,000 Ci/mmole; IC50 = 9 pg/tube). The

concentrations of ANP were calculated using the

same method as that used for AVP.

4. NE measurement:

The procedures were as follows and required a plasma

extraction step and an high performance liquid chromato-

graphy (HPLC) preparatory step.

a) Plasma extraction step:

The following solutions were needed for

catecholamine extraction:

1) Tris buffer/EDTA (1.5 M, pH 8.6): 45 g of Tris

base (Sigma, Co.) and 5 g of Na2 EDTA were combined

with approximately 200 ml of distilled water.

Concentrated HCl was added dropwise until the pH

was 8.6 and the solution was diluted to 250 ml.
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2) Phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.0): 8.64 g of

Na 2 HPO 4 , 2.36 g of KH2 PO4 , and 20.0 g of Na2 EDTA

were dissolved in less than one liter of distilled

water, the pH was adjusted to 7.0 using HCl, and

solution was brought up to one liter in volume.

3) 0.1 M HC104: 17.1 ml of 70% HClO4 was diluted

to 2 L.

4) 100 ng/ml of NE and DHBA: Standard NE and

internal standard 3,4-dihydroxybenzylamine (DHBA)

were dissolved in 0.1 M HC104 solution to obtain a

100 ng/ml concentration.

Acidified alumina powder was heated for 15 min. A

small piece of glassfiber was placed on the end of a 5

ml pipette tip. Alumina (50 mg) was placed in the

pipette tip to work as a column. A series of tubes

were labeled including two high standard (HS), two low

standard (LS) and unknowns. All tubes were stored in

an ice bath. 20 pl of DHBA were added into each tube.

20 Al of 100 ng/ml NE were added into the HS tubes. 10

gl of the 100 ng/ml NE were added into the LS tubes.

Four ml of plasma were added to each unknown tube and 4

ml of phosphate buffer were added to each standard

tube. One ml of Tris buffer was added to every tube and

the tubes were vortexed. The contents were then

applied to the columns. The columns were then washed
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twice with 4 ml of distilled water. The catecholamines

were eluted with 200 Al of 0.1 M HC104 .

b) HPLC preparatory step:

The mobile phase was prepared as follows: 7.09 g

of monochloracetic acid, 0.34 g of Na2 EDTA, 150 mg of

sodium octyl sulfate, and 3% acetonitrile were

dissolved in 900 ml of distilled water. The pH was

adjusted to 3.0 with NaOH and then diluted to one liter

and filtered through a 0.20 Am Nylon 66 membrane filter

(Rainin). The solution was degased by vacumn

aspiration before use. The HPLC system consists of a

Bioanalytical Systems CC-4 with a Phase II ODS 3 A, 100

x 3.2 mm column, a LC-4B electrochemical detector with

a LC-17 oxidative flow cell, a glassy carbon working

electrode, an Ag/AgCl reference electrode, a single-

piston pump with internal damper and a chart recorder

(Bioanalytical Systems Inc.), a Rheodyne injector, an

autosampler (Waters WISP 721), a 3396 integrator

(Hewlett Packard). The applied potential on the

working electrode was +650 mV. A 20 to 50 Al aliquot

of the 200 Al extract was applied to the column either

by the autosampler or manual injection via the Rheodyne

injector. To calculate sample concentrations, peak

height ratios (relative to the internal standard DHBA)

for unknown plasma samples were compared to the known
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standard concentrations. The formula used was:

(NEcone unk = [ (NE/DHBA) unk/ (NE/DHBA) know' X (NEcond) know (v)

where NEconc is NE concentration, NE/DHBA is the ratio

of NE peak height to DHBA peak height, unk represents

unknown plasma and know represents known standard.

Research Design and Data Analysis

A student 't' test was used to compare variables such

as 1702peak' age, weight, height, mean tolerance time in pre-

HDR and post-HDR challenges between groups. The comparison

of mean tolerance time of pre- and post-HDR challenges

within each group was analyzed using a paired 't' test.

During 4-h HDR, two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)

with repeated measurements across time was used to determine

differences between endurance exercise trained (ET) and

untrained (UT) groups, see Figure 1 on page 44. The

independent variables were groups (determined according to

'702peak values) and time. The 2 x 9 matrix analysis was

applied across the dependent variables which include mean

arterial pressure (MAP), heart rate (HR), plasma renin

activity (PRA), plasma aldosterone (PA), plasma arginine

vasopressin (AVP), plasma atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP)

and plasma norepinephrine (NE) measured at the independent

variable of time of control and 1', 5', 15', 30', 60', 120',

180', and 240' of HDR. Similarly 2 x 6 matrix design
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analysis was applied across the dependent variables, cardiac

index (CI) and stroke index (SI), obtained at the

independent times of control and 30', 60', 120', 180' and

240' of HDR.
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Between Groups

240 min.

180 min.

120 min.

60mn.

30 min.
15 min. TIME

5 min.
1 min.
t

Figure 1. An experimental 2 x 9 matrix design was used to

see significant differences of the dependent variables

across and between the independent factors of fitness and

time.
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During 30 minutes of HUT, one-way analysis of variance

(ANOVA) with repeated measurements was used to determine

differences within groups across time. The dependent

variables include MAP, HR, PRA, PA, AVP, ANP and NE.

Significant differences between the two groups at

various times and significant differences across time were

determined from least significant difference (LSD) test.

Regression lines were determined by simple linear regression

method. The null hypothesis was rejected when P < 0.05.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The purpose of this section is to present the data

collected during the investigation using the methods and

procedures described in Chapter III. Among the twelve

healthy, non-smoking volunteers, six having a peak oxygen

uptake (102peak) greater than 56 ml-kg 1-*min1 were designated

as the endurance exercise trained (ET) group and six having

a 702peak of less than 46 ml-kg1 -min 1 were classified as the

untrained (UT) group. Table I on page 26 summarizes the

subject characteristics of the volunteers. As designed, the

mean 02peak of the ET group of subjects was significantly

higher than in the UT group (60.1 1.4 vs. 39.1 2.3

ml-kg1-*min-1 ). No statistical difference was found between

the two groups with regards to age, height, or weight

although the mean weights look large difference, see Table I

on page 26.

Tolerance to +70* HUT

Mean tolerance time of the ET group was significantly

less in the post-HDR +70* HUT study (11.7 4.1 min) than in

the pre-HDR +700 HUT study (24.1 4.3 min). In the UT

group, mean tolerance time was not significantly different

46
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between pre- and post-HDR +70 HUT studies (24.9 3.3 min

and 28.6 1.4 min, respectively). Mean tolerance time was

significantly higher in the UT group in comparison to the ET

group in the post-HDR +700 HUT study but no difference was

found in the pre-HDR +700 HUT study, see Figure 2 below.

40
U Pre-HDR +700 HUT

35-- Post-HDR +70 HUT

30

25

'15

10-

5 -

0

ET UT

Figure 2. Comparison of tolerance time (mean SEM) to +700

HUT between endurance exercise trained (ET) and untrained

(UT) groups in pre- and post-HDR HUT studies. *Significance

from pre-HDR +70* HUT at P < 0.05. t significance between

ET and UT groups at P < 0.01.
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Figure 3 below summarizes the relation between

percentage change in tolerance time and peak oxygen uptake.

The correlation between peak oxygen uptake and tolerance was

significant with a correlation coefficient r = -0.74,

P < 0.01 and regression equation of % change in tolerance

time = 156.89 - 3 .31 02peak (ml-kg1*min-1 ).

100 y = 156.89 - 3.31x, r = - 0.74, P < 0.01
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Figure 3. Relationships between peak oxygen uptake and

percentage change in tolerance time to +700 HUT following

4 hours of -60 HDR deconditioning.
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Cardiovascular Responses to +700 HUT

Systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure

(DBP) and heart rate (HR) were recorded in both pre- and

post-HDR HUT orthostatic challenges. Mean arterial pressure

(MAP) was calculated as MAP = DBP + 1/3 (SBP - DBP). Each

value presented in figure 4 below and figure 5 on page 51

was calculated as an one-minute average of beat-by-beat

data.

A MAP-ET
A3 MAP-UT B

N=4=

PRESYNCOPE N *PRESYNCOPE ..... -4Ni6

30HU 0'HUT ~N5
N=1

... UTN=5 ::D N=6 *

N=

..... .... .. .. ... . .

N=6 ...JJ

5' HUT ..'... U-

vm~r.. .. ...... ......... ......

CONTROL .................................. CONTROL...... . ........... "

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 0 0 40 60 Bo 100 120

Mean arterial pressure (mmHg) Mean arterial pressure (mmHg)

Figure 4. Changes (mean SEM) of mean arterial pressure in

ET and UT groups in both 30 min of pre-HDR +700 HUT (A) and

30 min of post-HDR +700 HUT (B) studies. The broken line

indicates the time at which the four hours of HDR was

performed. * denotes significantly different from control

supine values at P < 0.05.
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Mean arterial pressure (MAP):

During the pre-HDR +70* HUT study, MAP was maintained

compared to the supine control levels for the four ET and

four UT people who tolerated 30 minutes (79.4 6.0 mmHg vs.

83.9 3.7 mmHg and 91.0 8.0 mmHg vs. 88.3 4.6 mmHg,

respectively). For those subjects who could not tolerate 30

minutes and presented with pre-syncopal symptoms, the MAP

was significantly decreased at pre-syncope when compared to

the supine control values (54.7 11.3 mmHg vs. 83.9 3.7

mmHg for two ET subjects and 41.9 17.4 mmHg vs. 88.3 4.6

mmHg for two UT subjects), see Figure 4A and Appendix II,

Table II.

During the post-HDR +700 HUT study, MAP was increased

significantly from the supine level for the five UT subjects

who tolerated 30 minutes (95.6 3.5 mmHg vs. 78.5 3.1

mmHg). Only one ET subject could tolerate 30 minutes and

his MAP dropped from 83.7 9.5 mmHg to 72.7 mmHg during the

post-HDR +700 HUT study. In addition, the MAP of the five

pre-syncopal ET subjects was significantly decreased at pre-

syncope from supine control levels (60.2 7.9 mmHg vs. 83.7

+ 9.5 mmHg). The MAP of the one pre-syncopal UT subject was

lower than control supine level (63.2 mmHg vs 78.5 3.1

mmHg), see Figure 4 and Appendix II, Table II.

Heart rate (HR):

The HR of both ET and UT subjects who tolerated 30
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minutes of +700 HUT was increased significantly in

comparison to their control supine levels in both pre- and

post-HDR +700 HUT studies (Figure 5 below and Appendix II,

Table II). However, a greater increase in HR during post-

HDR +700 HUT challenge was noted. The HR of those subjects

who did not tolerate thirty minutes of HUT were higher

compared to their control supine levels except the two UT

subjects during pre-HDR +700 HUT challenge. However, the

increase in HR was less in the pre-syncopal subjects when

compared to those non-syncopal subjects.

U HR-ET
A C1 HR-UT B

N=2=r
PRESYNCOPE ...... . ...... N=1N * PRESYNCOPE.......... .....

PR.S.. . ..EN=2 PRS* PE ......

NN==
.....HUT... :::: ... ::..:.:. :M N=530'HUT ~N=4 * 30' HUT ... . =

N=5

N6'HU .:.. . . ....:=m N6

5 UT......................................N=6N=5 * s1'........UT... ..

.......... :.... M E

.............. I .... ................-

CONTROL.-----------.---.---.-........4.==

CONTROL ........

* I. M -: ' H ff M

0 20 40 60 100 1200 20 40 60 80 100 1200 ;4 0 10 120
Heart rate (bpm) Heart rate (bpm)

Figure 5. Changes (mean SEM) in heart rate in ET and UT

groups in both 30 min of pre-HDR +700 HUT (A) and 30 min of

post-HDR +70 HUT (B) studies. The broken line indicates

the time at which the four hours of HDR was performed. *

denotes significantly different from control supine value at

P < 0.05.
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Hormonal Responses to +700 HUT

During the pre-HDR HUT challenge, we were not able to

draw blood samples from the antecubital veins of the two ET

subjects at the time of presyncope probably due to a strong

veno-constriction at the presyncope.

Plasma renin activity (PRA):

PRA of tolerant ET and UT subjects doubled from the

control supine values in pre-HDR HUT test. A greater

increase in PRA occurred during the post-HDR HUT challenge.

Clearly the post-HDR orthostatic challenge provided a

greater stimulus to the PRA axis in that the tolerant

subjects had markedly higher values than during the pre-HDR

challenge. For those pre-syncopal subjects, PRA was

unchanged from control values, see Figure 6 below and

Appendix II, Table III.

7 E P R A - E T A 7 .0Kv B
6.0 3 PRA-UT 60 * S9.2

5.0-

4.04.

2I -N. = #
N-4

3.0"23.0
.0- *~ ! 1 z.U . -

7M I
.0 ..

r CONTROL 1 HUT 15' HUT W HUT PRBSYNCOIE CONTROL 1 HUT 15' HUT 3 HUT PRESYNCOP

Figure 6. Changes (means SEM) in plasma renin activity in

ET and UT groups in both pre-HDR (A) and post-HDR HUT (B)

studies. The broken line indicates the time at which the

4 hr of HDR was performed. * denotes significance from

control value at P < 0.05. ? denotes missing data.
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Plasma aldosterone (PA):

In most subjects the plasma aldosterone (PA)

concentrations at 30' were increased significantly above the

supine concentrations in both HUT challenges prior to and

following HDR. However, in those subjects unable to achieve

30' of HUT (N = 2 in both ET and UT groups during the pre-

HDR challenge and N = 5 in ET and N = 1 in UT groups during

the post-HDR challenge) the concentrations were unchanged

from control supine, see Figure 7 below and Appendix II,

Table III.

A B

30- 350-*
8 PA-ET I=5

300 PA-UT 3 0I

250-* 250- N-

150 CH '4H YS O I
it k 91 .1N-6

100"N2ID

N=210g

0 0
CMO IHT 1,HUT NW HUT PfESYNCWE ONhOL I1 HUF IT HUT71 0 HUT PREYNCOP

Figure 7. Changes (means SEM) in plasma aldosterone (PA)

concentrations in ET and UT groups in both pre-HDR (A) and

post-HDR +700 HUT (B) studies. The broken line indicates

the time at which the four hours of HDR was performed. *

denotes significant difference from control supine values at

P < 0.05. ? denotes missing data.
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Arginine Vasopressin (AVP):

The results summarizing the response of arginine

vasopressin (AVP) to 30' HUT both prior to and following HDR

challenges are summarized in Figure 8 below and in

Appendix II, Table III. AVP levels during the 30' +700 HUT

challenge remained unchanged in all subjects that tolerated

30' of the challenge. In those subjects that were pre-

syncopal (N = 2 for both ET and UT prior to HDR and N = 5

for the ET and N = 1 for the UT following HDR) the AVP

concentrations increased five fold.

A B
35 -

30 ' AVP-T3T
M1 AVP-UT 3041 N5

25- TNN-1~23- I
0.

0 "

C'U15.C

M-5 N4 W4 4 NN=6IN=1

0N.

107*CO(XNTOL 1HUT 15' HUT 3V MITr PRMSNC0PE

Figure 8. Changes (means SEM) in plasma arginine

vasopressin (AVP) concentrations in ET and UT groups in both

pre-HDR (A) and post-HDR +700 HUT (B) studies. The broken

line indicates the time at which the four hours of HDR was

performed. * denotes significant difference from control

values at P < 0.05. ? denotes missing data.
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Atrial Natriuretic Peptide (ANP):

Figure 9 below, and Appendix II table III summarize the

response of atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) to 30' of +700

HUT prior to (Figure 9 A) and following (Figure 9 B) 4 h

of -60 HDR. A gradual decrease (not statistically

160' ANP-ET

- 13ANP - UT A
140'

120 -

100-N=

w-N-5N2

N=:i 60- ?=4
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I N N. 5go,

Z 60' N-6
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M 
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N-i
201

01
CONTROL 1 HUT 1 HUT 30 HUT PRESYNCOPE

Figure 9. Changes (means SEM) in plasma atrial

natriuretic peptide (ANP) concentrations in ET and UT groups

in both pre-HDR (A) and post-HDR +700 HUT (B) studies. The

broken line indicates the time at which the four hours of

HDR was performed. ? denotes missing data.
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different) in ANP concentrations occurred throughout the 30'

of HUT in the pre-HDR HUT challenge. However, ANP

concentrations of the two UT subjects that were pre-syncopal

were unchanged. During post-HDR HUT challenge the ANP

concentrations of both groups were lower than observed in

the pre-HDR challenge. The five ET subjects that presented

as pre-syncopal had no change in their ANP concentrations

from control values.

Norepinephrine (NE):

The response of the sympathetic nervous system to 30'

of +70* HUT prior to and following 4 h of -60 HDR, as

monitored through the spillover of norepinephrine (NE) into

the circulation, is summarized in Figures 10A and B on

page 57 and Appendix II, Table III. In all subjects NE

concentrations increased throughout the 30' challenge of HUT

both prior to and following HDR. No differences were

observed between NE concentrations in those subjects who

presented as pre-syncopal and those that completed 30' of

+700 HUT.

Cardiovascular Responses to Four Hours of -60 Head-Down Rest

The primary cardiovascular changes observed during 4 h

of -6* HDR for both groups of subjects are summarized in

Figures 11A & B and 12A & B following on pages 58 and 59,

respectively. In addition, the group mean and standard
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error of the means of the changes on mean arterial pressure

(MAP), heart rate (HR), cardiac index (CI) and stroke index

(SI) are tabulated in Appendix II, Table IV.
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Figure 10. Changes (means SEM) in plasma norepinephrine

(NE) concentrations in ET and UT groups in both pre-HDR (A)

and post-HDR +700 HUT (B) studies. The broken line

indicates the time at which the four hours of HDR was

performed. ? denotes missing data.
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In Figure 11A below, it can be seen that the calculated

MAP of both groups increased +8 mmHg throughout the 4 h HDR

exposure. Despite this gradual increase in MAP the HR of

both groups of subjects remained constant over the 4 h of

HDR. The UT subjects had significantly higher HR throughout

the HDR exposure, see Figure 11B.
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Figure 11. Changes (means SEM) in mean arterial pressure

(A) and heart rate (B) during 4-h period of -60 HDR in ET

and UT groups.
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There were no differences in cardiac index over the 4 h

of -6* HDR, nor were there any differences between groups,

see Figure 12A below. Because of the significantly higher

heart rate of the UT group, the stroke index of the UT group

was significantly lower than the ET group throughout the

HDR, except at time 240'. There were no changes in stroke

index with time of exposure to HDR in either group, see

Figure 12B. 4.0
-@--- C -ET A
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3.0
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Figure 12. Changes (means SEM) in cardiac index (A) and

stroke index (B) during 4 hours of -60 HDR in ET and UT

groups.
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Hormonal Responses to Four Hours of -60 Head-Down Rest

The changes in PRA and hormonal concentrations during

the 4 h of -60 HDR are summarized in Figures 13A & B below,

14A & B and 15 following on pages 62 and 63, respectively.

In addition, the means and standard error of the means of

each group over time of exposure are presented and tabulated

in Table V in Appendix II.
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Figure 13. Changes (means SEM) in plasma renin activity

(PRA) (A) and plasma aldosterone (PA) (B) concentrations

during four hours of -60 HDR in ET and UT groups. * denotes

significant difference from control values (P < 0.05).
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In Figure 13A it can be seen that the plasma renin

activity (PRA) increased slightly (not statistically

different) from control for the ET group during the initial

30' of exposure, whereas PRA of the UT group remained

unchanged. Subsequently, PRA of both groups of subjects

progressively decreased over time to a level significantly

below control values. Throughout the exposure PRA of the ET

group were significantly higher than the UT group. A

similar trend of progressive decreases in plasma aldosterone

(PA) concentration over the 4 h of HDR exposure occurred for

both groups of subjects. In addition, the PA concentrations

at time 180' and 240' were significantly below control

supine concentrations. However, there were no differences

in PA concentrations between the two groups.

There were no differences observed between the arginine

vasopressin (AVP) concentrations of both groups of subjects,

see Figure 14A. The AVP concentrations remained constant

over the 4 hr of -60 HDR in both groups of subjects, see

Figure 14A. Similarly there were no group differences nor

were there any changes in the concentrations of circulating

NE over the time of the HDR exposure, see Figure 14B. A

slightly higher concentration of NE for the UT compared to

ET group of subjects was present throughout the exposure,

see Figure 14B.
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Figure 14. Changes (means SEM) in plasma arginine

vasopressin (AVP) (A) and norepinephrine (NE) (B)

concentrations during 4 hours of -60 HDR in ET and UT

groups.
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No differences between groups or over the 4 h of -60

HDR exposure was noted in the concentrations of atrial

natriuretic peptide, see Figure 15 below and Table V in

Appendix II.
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Figure 15. Changes (means SEM) in plasma atrial

natriuretic peptide (ANP) during 4 hours of -60 HDR in ET

and UT groups.



CHAPTER V

Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations

In this chapter, the findings of the present

investigation are presented and discussed in relation to

previous reports concerning micro-gravitational stress and

endurance exercise training. In addition, comparisons of

the volume regulatory hormonal and cardiovascular responses

to head-up tilt and four hours of head-down rest are

discussed with respect to previously reported investigations

on endurance exercise training. Subsequently, specific

conclusions are drawn with respect to the stated hypotheses,

and recommendations for future investigations into the

proposed question are made.

Maximal Aerobic Capacity and Orthostatic Tolerance

In the present study we observed a greater reduction in

orthostatic tolerance to +700 head-up tilt (HUT) in

endurance exercise trained (ET) subjects compared to

untrained (UT) subjects following micro-gravitational

deconditioning. Micro-gravity was simulated by four hours

of -6* head-down rest (HDR). In contrast, there were no

differences in orthostatic tolerance between the two groups

to a similar +700 HUT test prior to HDR. This finding

64
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confirms a previous report by Goldwater et al. (15,16) in

which the percentage decrease in tolerance time to a lower

body negative pressure (LBNP), or a +3G acceleration

challenge on a centrifuge, following 10 days of bed rest was

highly correlated with the individuals initial 'O,2maxF

r = -0.87, P < 0.01 and r = -0.90, P < 0.01, respectively.

In the present study the individual percentage change in

+700 HUT tolerance time following HDR was strongly

correlated with 02peak (r = -0.74, P < 0.01) , see figure 3

on page 48. These findings suggest that endurance training

resulting in high levels of maximal oxygen uptake (' 2max)

predisposes an individual to a greater degree of micro-

gravitational deconditioning.

In longitudinal studies, in which exercise training was

carried out prior to an orthostatic challenge, or during a

period of micro-gravitational deconditioning, it was

reported that exercise training had no significant effect on

HUT tolerance (3,17,18). Convertino (3) has reported a non-

significant average increase of 6.7 minutes in +600 HUT

duration following eight days of bicycle endurance exercise

training by which maximal aerobic capacity (102max) was

increased 8.3%, plasma volume (PV) was increased 12.2% and

average tilt heart rate (HR) decreased 9 beats/min and tilt

blood pressure responses were unchanged. The authors

concluded that the HR and blood pressure responses to tilt
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were related to rate of PV loss and pooling of blood in

lower extremities. Furthermore, they concluded that

increases in 70 and PV, as a result of endurance exercise

training, enhanced ones ability to tolerate HUT. In

contrast to these findings, Pawelczyk et al. (41) reports a

significant loss of blood pressure control during 10 minutes

of +70* HUT following a 7 week aerobic exercise training

program in which 702max was increased 9%. This dichotomy of

findings might be related to differences in duration of

training (8 days versus 7 weeks) in which the chronic

adaptations to endurance exercise training which affect

blood pressure regulation require a longer period of time to

become manifest.

In a recent study Lightfoot et al. (32) reports a lack

of effect of 10 weeks of aerobic exercise training on lower

body negative pressure (LBNP) tolerance to syncope. In

Lightfoot et al's investigation the trained subjects were

compared to untrained sedentary subjects prior to and

following the 10 week training period. The trained group of

subjects did evidence an average decrease in LBNP tolerance

which was not statistically significant. These findings are

in contrast to those of Raven and Stevens (42) who required

eight men to perform 45 minutes of endurance exercise

training (jogging) five times per week for eight months and

which resulted in increasing relative '02max some 29% and
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total blood volume 25%. All eight subjects had a reduction

in LBNP tolerance time to syncope. The pre- to post-

training reduction in orthostatic tolerance averaged 25% for

the group. This data suggests that endurance exercise

training programs of 8 days (3) or 10 weeks (32) are an

insufficient training stimulus to produce the relevant

cardiovascular regulatory changes necessary to reduce

orthostatic tolerance.

When comparing the changes in cardiovascular functional

performance parameters following two months off endurance

exercise training with those of observed following two years

of endurance exercise training (43), a marked difference in

cardiac pump function and peripheral vascular and total

blood volumes is found. Therefore, we conclude that cross-

sectional comparisons of a sedentary non-exercising group of

subjects with a group of subjects who have been actively

training for two or more years (as was performed in the

present study) will provide a valid comparison of endurance

exercise training effects. Clearly, the decreased tolerance

of the well trained subjects following 4 hr of -60 HDR in

the present study was linked to the manifest cardiovascular

adaptations to prolonged endurance exercise training.

Cardiovascular Responses to +700 Head-Up Tilt

In the present study, the orthostatically tolerant ET
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subjects evidenced a slight decrease (-4.5 mmHg) in mean

arterial pressure (MAP) during the pre-HDR HUT, while the

tolerant UT subjects had a slight increase (+2.7 mmHg) in

MAP during the pre-HDR tilt. This finding is similar to the

findings of Pawelczyck et al. (41) following their seven

week longitudinal exercise training investigation. However,

the findings disagree with those observed in the 8 day

training study of Convertino et al. (3). These contrasting

findings further emphasize the difference in effect of short

and long term endurance exercise training programs on blood

pressure regulation during orthostatic challenge.

During the post-HDR HUT, the one ET subject who

tolerated 30' of HUT had a decrease in MAP of 11 mmHg while

the five UT subjects who tolerated 30' of HUT had a

significant increase in MAP of 17 mmHg.

During pre-HDR and post-HDR challenges, the increases

in HR were significantly higher in the tolerant ET and UT

subjects when compared to those pre-syncopal subjects.

While the increase of HR in the tolerant ET and UT subjects

was larger during post-HDR HUT when compared to pre-HDR HUT.

Gaffney et al. (11) has reported, in a low fit group of

subjects, that 20 hours of HDR resulted in an increased

tachycardiac response to lower body negative pressure and

upright exercise. It was apparent that those subjects (ET

and UT) of the present study that sustained the 30 minutes
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of +700 HUT following the four hours of -60 HDR had the

classical response of deconditioned subjects, as described

by Gaffney et al. (11).

Even though the one tolerant ET subject had a marked

tachycardia, a relative hypotension occurred, whereas in the

five tolerant UT subjects the tachycardiac response was

sufficient to maintain and/or increase the MAP response to

HUT following four hours of -6* HDR.

Two of the ET and two of the UT subjects during the

pre-HDR HUT and five of the ET and one of the UT subjects

during the post-HDR HUT were pre-syncopal and evidenced

significant hypotension with MAP ranging from 42 to 63 mmHg.

The average tachycardiac response of these pre-syncopal

individuals was 8 bpm yet was insufficient to maintain blood

pressure at an adequate level to maintain perfusion of the

cerebral cortex (12). We conclude, therefore, that the

greater deconditioning response of the ET subjects was

probably related to an altered blood pressure regulatory

system induced by chronic endurance exercise training.

Three possible explanations of this fitness induced

effect of micro-gravitational deconditioning were thought to

be:

(i) a result of plasma volume loss during the HDR (53);

(ii) the endurance exercise training induced alteration

in left ventricular compliance (31); and (iii) the
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endurance exercise training induced decreases in

baroreflex control of heart rate, total peripheral

resistance and mean arterial pressure.

In an exact similar protocol of four hours of -6 HDR as

used in the present investigation, the average plasma volume

loss expressed relative to body weight of eight ET subjects

was greater than that observed for eight UT subjects (53).

This finding suggests that the ET subjects were relatively

hypovolemic during the orthostatic challenge. It is well

known that blood pressure regulation is directly related to

a reduction in blood volume (12) hence, one could postulate

that the relative hypovolemia of the ET subjects following

micro-gravitational deconditioning pre-disposes the ET

subjects to orthostatic hypotension. Other investigators

have reported decreases in tilt tolerance time to syncope

and the degree of plasma volume loss (47,50,51), while

Convertino et al. (5) has demonstrated a linear correlation

between plasma volume loss and reduction in 702mx*

In addition, Levine et al. (31) has demonstrated that

endurance exercise trained athletes with high ' 2max have an

increased left ventricular compliance. During orthostasis a

given reduction in venous return would result in a more

marked reduction in left ventricular output (decreased

stroke volume and/or cardiac output) in the highly compliant

ventricle (ET subjects) than observed for a normally
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compliant ventricle (UT subjects). It is apparent that we

require more invasive assessments of left ventricular

function and venous return during orthostatism before

attempting to clarify the mechanistic reasons for the

increased incidence of orthostatic intolerance of the ET

subjects compared to the UT subjects following four hours of

-60 HDR.

Hormonal Responses to +70* Head-Up Tilt

Regardless of whether the ET or UT subjects were

challenged by +700 HUT prior to or following four hours of

-60 HDR those subjects that sustained the 30 minute

challenge evidenced a large (160% to 300%) increase in

plasma renin activity (PRA) and a 30% to 120% increase in

plasma aldosterone (PA) concentrations. However, arginine

vasopressin (AVP) or human anti-diuretic hormone (ADH) was

relatively unchanged (0% to 80%) during HUT. In those

subjects that were pre-syncopal during the tilt, AVP

increased an average of 350% to 680% during tilt, while PRA

changes ranged from a -20% to 140% and PA changes ranged

from -40% to +10% or were relatively unchanged during tilt.

In all subjects (ET and UT) norepinephrine (NE) spillover

into the plasma was progressively increased during the tilt.

Prior to the four hours of -60 HDR, head-up tilt produced a

20% to 30% increase in NE concentrations above control in
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those subjects that tolerated 30' of HUT challenge. In the

two UT subjects that were pre-syncopal prior to the HDR, the

NE concentrations increased 45%. Samples from the two ET

subjects who evidenced pre-syncope were unable to be

collected. Norepinephrine spillover during the post-HDR

+70 HUT challenge increased 100% during tilt and there

appeared to be no difference between ET and UT subjects, nor

were there differences between syncopal or non-syncopal

subjects.

Greenleaf et al. (17) has reported similar differences

in the AVP response of syncopal versus non-syncopal subjects

during tilt. It is well known that severe hemorrhage, and

its subsequent arterial hypotension results in a reduction

in stimulation of the cardiopulmonary and arterial (carotid

and aortic) baroreceptors and produces a powerful stimulus

for the release of AVP from the posterior pituitary

gland (46). In addition, severe hypotension and/or arterial

baroreceptor unloading results in an increase in sympathetic

nervous activity resulting in norepinephrine release and

vasoconstriction (46). It would appear that subjects of the

present investigation responded appropriately with respect

to the release of AVP and norepinephrine. However, those

subjects that evidenced syncope during the tilt maximized

their vasoconstrictor affector responses by releasing large

amounts of AVP and NE. Despite the heightened response of
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the sympathetic nervous system (NE) and the central nervous

system (AVP), marked hypotension prevailed. This failure to

combat frank hypotension was more evident following micro-

gravitational deconditioning and it appeared that the ET

subjects were more susceptible to the effects of micro-

gravitational deconditioning. Furthermore, in the syncopal

subjects regardless of whether pre- or post-HDR HUT, PRA and

PA concentrations were unresponsive to tilt, yet in those

subjects that maintained consciousness during tilt PRA and

PA concentrations increased in the expected manner, when

cardiopulmonary and arterial baroreceptors were unloaded.

Therefore, it would appear that four hours of -6* HDR

deactivates the cardiopulmonary and arterial baroreceptor-

renal axis more in the ET subjects than was observed for the

UT subjects. It would appear that this unresponsive axis is

more related to an endurance exercise training effect which

modifies the responsiveness of the axis to hypotension in

some unknown fashion.

The atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) concentrations

decreased 20% to 70% from control values at the 30' of

sustained +700 head-up tilt. Interestingly, the average

decrease (in both HUT) in ANP concentrations of the tolerant

ET subjects (60%) was larger than observed in the tolerant

UT subjects (25%). The subjects who evidenced pre-syncopal

response during HUT were not remarkably different. Gharib
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et al. (13,14) has argued that the supine position is not

the control position of choice for assessing changes in

volume regulating hormones because the supine position

removes gravitationally induced hydrostatic columns within

the cardiovascular system and actively loads the

cardiopulmonary mechanoreceptors. Hence, the 35 minutes of

supine rest, which has been demonstrated by Hagan et

al. (20) to be necessary to reestablish the extracellular

and intracellular volume compartments following a positional

change of upright to supine lying, probably produced a

resetting of the volume receptors and maximized the ANP

effect. Furthermore, it was unlikely that +70 HUT would

stimulate ANP release because the atrial receptor (ANP

releasing organ) - renal axis is primarily responsive to

volume loading ( i.e. increased central venous pressure -

CVP).

Cardiovascular and Hormonal Changes to Four Hours of

-6o Head-Down Rest

In the present study, cardiac indices (CI) and mean

arterial pressure (MAP) remained constant over the four

hours of -60 HDR. These findings were similarly reported by

Blomqvist et al. (2) in their 24 hours -5* HDR exposure of

six young men. Furthermore, others have documented that HDR

produces a transient increase in CVP (2,11,39,48) which
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returns to control values following accommodating increases

in ventricular volumes. These investigations reported no

differences in cardiac output, MAP or the contractile state

of the heart (39). The present study indicated that the

resting differences in stroke index and heart rate that

existed between the ET and UT groups were maintained over

the four hours of HDR. It was concluded that fitness was

not an effector of central cardiovascular responses to HDR

and confirms previous work by Squires et al. (48), who

investigated the central hemodynamic responses to one hour

of HDR in trained and untrained dogs.

Over the four hours of -6 HDR the volume regulatory

hormonal response of the ET and UT subjects were similar.

In addition, as can be seen from figure 16 there was a close
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correlation between PRA and PA concentrations in both the UT

and ET subjects. During four hours of HDR there was a

progressive decrease in PRA and PA, which reflected complete

suppression of renin-aldosterone system by the fourth hour

of HDR. Similar reductions in PRA and PA concentrations

during HDR have been reported previously (1,9,10,29,35).

Activation of the arterial baroreceptor mediated reflex

to inhibit sympathetic nervous system activity and

subsequent neuro-humoral (NE, PRA and PA) effects on the

vasculature or the kidney were unlikely, as we observed no

differences in MAP during HDR. However, inhibition of the

sympathetic nervous system activity was probably a result of

increased stretch on the cardiopulmonary mechanoreceptors.

Increased venous return increases afferent inhibitory

information to the central nervous system and cardiovascular

centers (12) and thereby inhibits (or reduces) sympathetic

nervous system mediated vasoconstriction. The lack of

response of ANP and AVP which occurred during the HDR was

more related to the resting control supine position (13,14),

in which a near maximal release of ANP would have occurred

during the 30 to 60 minute supine rest required for subject

preparation and the control rest periods. Gharib (13) has

reported a rapid and transient increase in ANP

concentrations when moving from a sitting upright position

to a -90 HDR position. Furthermore, decreases in PRA, PA,
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NE and epinephrine were observed when moving from a sitting

upright position to -100 HDR (14). Increases in CVP have

been reported as suppressing AVP release (22). Clearly,

there were no fitness related differences in the hormonal

response to four hours of -6* HDR.

Conclusions

From the present investigation, we conclude the

following:

1. Orthostatic tolerance to head-up tilt was not different

between an endurance exercise trained group and an

untrained group prior to four hours of head-down rest.

2. Orthostatic tolerance to head-up tilt immediately

following four hours of head-down rest was significantly

reduced in an endurance exercise trained group than in

an untrained group.

3. The volume regulatory hormonal responses of the

endurance exercise trained group and the untrained group

were similar during head-up tilt challenge.

4. During four hours of -60 head-down rest, renin-

aldosterone system was suppressed in both endurance

exercise trained and untrained groups.

5. Despite the fitness levels, we observed a greater

increase in plasma arginine vasopressin concentrations

and a less increase in plasma renin activity and
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aldosterone concentrations in pre-syncopal subjects

(most of which occurred in the ET group) than people

sustaining 30 minutes of head-up tilt.

Recommendations

Future research should extend the present investigation

and. the designation of future study should concentrate more

on the factors that influence and/or regulate blood volume

and central hemodynamics. The following recommended

investigation would begin to determine the physiological

adaptations of endurance exercise training which affect

orthostatic tolerance.

1. Compare a large number of subjects with a wide

variation in fitness levels during progressive lower body

negative pressure to syncope and determine changes in right

ventricular filling pressure (CVP), cardiac output, blood

pressure, blood volume and volume regulatory hormone

changes. By using statistical analysis procedures to

predict the critical factors. We would to develop a

predictive model of fitness related syncope.
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Project Title: "Cardiovascular Response of High and Low Fit Men to Head -Down Rest"
Investigator: Dr. Peter B. Raven, Ph.D., Dept. of Physiology, Phone: (817) 735-2074
Institution : Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine, Med. Ed. Bldg. 2, Room 2-304

It is the intent of this summary to explain the objectives, techniques, and risks involved in
obtaining data from you as a participant in this research project. This summary was designed
to clearly explain all procedures and help answer questions you may have concerning your role
as a subject. Please carefully read through the entire summary. If after reading this summary
your question(s) remain unanswered, we encourage you to ask us for further explanation.

NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is to determine whether individuals of high and low fitness levels respond
differently to head-down rest followed by head up tilt and exercise. The period of head-down rest
involves a shift of blood towards the head which simulates the effects that outer-space (zero-gravity) has
on the astronauts. Both zero-gravity and head-down rest cause the body to decrease fluid volume by
increasing urine production as the body adapts to the new environment. When astronauts return to earth
and are exposed to gravity, the subsequent shift of fluid to the lower part of the body sometimes causes
faintness when they stand. The goal of this study is to determine if exercise trained persons are more
susceptable to the effects of zero-gravity, and if so, why.

The current investigation has a total of four parts: I. - Initial Exercise Test; H. - Exercise Test After
Four Hours of HDR; III. - Tilt Test; and IV. - Tilt Test After Four Hours of HDR. Parts I and III will
be moderately brief (approximately 1 hr.) while the two head-down rest sessions can last from 5 to 6 hrs.
each There is some flexibility regarding the weekday on which an individual session is held. However,
the time of day for the individual session is relatively inflexible due to the need to gather information at
similar times of day. Each individual part of the experiment will beexplained in the following sections.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED

.- Exercise Testing - On your initial visit to the lab, we will ask you to complete a medical
history questionnaire. We will record your height, weight and measure your percent body fat. Electrodes
will be attached to your chest so that we can monitor your heart and we will take your blood pressure.
If everything appears normal, we will allow you to perform an Exercise Test to determine your fitness
level. During this Exercise Test, you will be riding a stationary bicycle. We will increase the amount
of resistance you will be riding against each minute until you feel you can no longer continue. We will
offer encouragement and motivation during the test to help you achieve your maximal aerobic capacity
(VO2 max). VO2 max is the maximal amount of oxygen your body can use and is a good index of your
fitness level. Once you have reached your VO2max, we will reduce the workload and allow you to cool-
down. Remember that YOU can stop the test at any time without question. As in all heavy exercise the
risk of having a "heart attack" is present. However, by close monitoring of your heart wave form (ECG)
and blood pressure by experienced technicians, and pre-screening before the test we should see any
abnormalities and should be able to stop the test prior to you being hurt.
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II. - Exercise Test After 4 Hrs. of Head Down Rest - You will be asked to lay down in the

supine position on a bed or a tilt-table. We will have you lie quitely for 30 minutes to allow the fluids
in your body to adjust to this position while we explain what we will be doing. For the next four hours
you will be tilted downward at a -6 degree angle. Measurements will be made every 15 minutes during
the first hour and once every hour for the remainder of the test. Immediately following the 4 hrs. of head-
down-rest you will be placed on a bicycle and will repeat the same maximal bicycle exercise test that you
did during your first visit. During the four hours we will preform the following procedures (as explained
below): venepuncture, blood volume, cardiac output, blood pressure / heart rate.

Venepuncture- A small, flexible, teflon tube will then be placed in one of your arm veins for collection
of blood samples during the experiment in order to measure the changes in the levels of specific hormones
in response to the HDR. This procedure is similar to having blood drawn from a vein for routine
screening. We will use a local anesthetic called Lidocaine (Xylocaine) to minimize any discomfort to
you and simplify the procedure. A trained technician will then insert a short (1-1/2") needle and flexible
catheter into the vein and remove the needle leaving the catheter in place. During insertion of the needle
you may feel some pressure or discomfort. It may not be possible to eliminate all discomfort during the
procedure, but once the catheter is in place, it should not bother you further. The catheter will be con-
nected to a short section of sterile tubing to allow for withdrawal of blood samples. The total amount
of blood taken during the experiment will be about 4 tablespoonfuls. This volume will be replaced with
a sterile salt solution which is generally used in treatment of accidents which involve loss of blood during
the experiment.

Blood Volume - After lying approximately 30 minutes in the supine position, your blood volume will
be determined by withdrawing a small blood sample (a teaspoonful) through the tube and used as an
initial marker of your blood. You will then be asked to breathe for 10 minutes into a bag/box system
which is filled with 100% oxygen and has a chemical to absorb all the carbon dioxide you exhale into
the system. After one minute of breathing, a small amount of carbon monoxide will be introduced into
the system for you to rebreathe. At the end of 10 minutes of breathing, another teaspoonful of blood will
be drawn through the arm tube. As you may know, carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless gas which
when breathed for a long time in high concentrations, can cause death by asphyxiation (smothering). The
levels required to cause asphyxiation are nearly 40% in your blood. This technique raises your blood
levels to nearly 4% to 5%, or about the equivalent of smoking two cigarettes. This level is much below
that which is considered dangerous to a healthy individual.

Cardiac Output - The amount of blood your heart pumps can be estimated by having you breathe into
a bag filled with a small amount of carbon dioxide (CO2). You will be asked to breathe normally through
a mouthpeice connected to large box for approximately 4 minutes. We will then give you a signal to begin
breathing into the bag of C02 for about 10 breaths. You will hear a tape recording of a person breathing
and we would like you to breath at the same pace of the recording.

Blood Pressure and Heart Rate-Your blood pressure will be measured by a small cuff placed around
your second finger. This cuff will not be on your finger for the entire 4 hr. duration, however, we will
position your hand and ask you to remain still when the cuff is on during blood pressure measurements.

III. - Tilt Test - This test will allow us to see how well your body controls blood pressure.
You will put on a customized rock climbing harness and lie on a bed. We will connect the harness to
a support and tilt the bed (your head will be up) so that you are suspended at an angle of 70 degrees. While
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you are suspended we will monitor your blood pressure and heart rate as previously described in section
II. Since your legs will not touch the floor we will also record the muscle activity of your legs from an
electromyograph (EMG). To use the EMG we will put small electrodes on your legs similar to the ones
on your chest. You will be suspended until we see a drop in your blood pressure at which time we will
return you to a lying position. There may be some discomfort from the harness, but we hope to minimize
this by properly fitting it on you before tilting you. You may feel lightheaded, dizziness or nausea during
tilt as your blood pressure falls. However, be closely monitoring your blood pressure and heart rate we
should be able to return you to a lying position before you feel faint.

IV. - Tilt Test After HDR - This test will also allow us to see how well your body controls
blood pressure after 4 hrs. of HDR. Immediately following the head-down rest you will be placed in a
head up position of 70 degrees for six minutes or until you become faint in order to challenge your body's
control of blood pressure. We will follow the same procedure basic used during the previous HDR
session and for the 70 degree tilt. However, this time we will not measure cardiac output and instead of
a venepuncture we will insert a longer tube to measure the blood pressure near your heart called central
venous pressure or CVP (as described below).

Central Venous Pressure - A small tube (catheter) will be inserted into a forearmyein and advanced
to a position in the upper part of your chest for the purpose of measuring the pressure in a large vein near
your heart, and fordrawing blood samples. The catheter placement will be performed by a board certified
anesthesiologist (or designated resident) and the placement will be checked by X-ray. This catheter will
be in your body for about 5-hrs. and is similar to the one to be used by the astronauts in a future shuttle
mission. As with the venepuncture, a local anesthetic will be used to miniminze discomfort during
insertion. Complications reported in the literature with insertion of central venous catheters are rare, but
have included: development of blood clots, internal damage to blood vessels and rupture of the right
atrium of the heart, infections, cardiac arrhythmias, pneumothorax or a hole in the lung, air embolism
and death. These are rare incidences and our anesthesiologist is very experienced in central line
placement and monoitoring. You will also be exposed to a small amount of radiation (X-ray). This
exposure is necessary to make sure the tip of the catheter is in a safe position.

SUMMARY OF RISKS AND BENEFITS

Risks to you as a subject participating in this study:
1. Minimal discomfort during skin preparation for electrode placement.
2. Slight pain and discomfort involved with insertion of a venous catheter; possible bruising; remote

possibility of local infection and/or embolization (breaking off of small clots), cardiac arrhythmias.
3. Minimal discomfort associated with wearing the climbing harness during the head-down rest and

head-up tilt tests.
4. Discomfort, dizziness, nausea, and possible fainting associated with head-up tilt.
5. The possible inconvenience of urination in a -6 degree head-down position.
6. Possible changes in heart rhythm during maximal exercise bicycle testing.

For your participation in this study, you will receive an explanation of the results of your Exercise Test
which will provide a good index of your relative fitness level, an estimate of your body composition, and
possibly some unique information concerning your cardiovascular responses to simulated weightless-
ness based on your experimental results.
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All testing will be performed at the Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine (TCOM) and will be
supervised by experienced technicians. We ask that you avoid drinking alcohol or caffeine beverages
(i.e. coffee, iced tea, Dr. Pepper, Coke, etc.) on the days tests are scheduled. We would also like you to
refrain from any form of heavy exercise at least 8 hours prior to any scheduled test. Once scheduled for
exercise testing, we ask that you do not eat a large meal within 3 hours of the test. This will allow your
body plenty of time to digest the food.

Voluntary Participation - It is your option to terminate tests and/or withdraw from the study at any
time. Furthermore, the investigators will terminate a test if any signs or symptoms of cardiovascular
distress are observed.

Subject Reimbursement - All screening data will be available to you for your personal knowledge.
At the completion of the investigation you will be compensated $7.50 per hour up to a total sum of $150
for your loss of time and travel while participating in this study. If you chose to withdraw for the study,
the renumeration will be prorated depending on the number of hours committed to the study. Financial
compensation for such things as lost wages, disability, or discomfort due to an injury is routinely not
available. Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine assumes no liability for my participation in this study.
I understand, however, that I will not waive any of my legal rights by signing this form.

PROBLEMS OR QUESTIONS

We will make every effort to prevent any form of physical injury that could result from this research.
Financial compensation for such things as physical injury and/or treatment incurred as a result of your
participation in this experiment is not available. However, we are prepared to advise you concerning
medical treatment in case of any adverse effects to the procedures involved in this study, Dr. Raven's
phone number is (817) 735-2074. It is your responsibility to inform us immediately if you have any
adverse effects. If complications do arise after you have been tested, you may contact Dr. Brian
Foresman at (817) 735-2660 (phone answered 24 hrs. a day). The physicians in charge will admit you
to Fort Worth Osteopathic Medical Center in the event it is necessary. However, all expenses will need
to met by your personal insurance policy. If you wish further information concerning your rights as a
subject, you may call Dr. Ben Harris at (817) 735-2561.

CONFIDENTIALITY

I have read and understand the description of the study, including the detailed explanation of
each procedure. I have been given the opportunity to ask questions and discuss this study,
including the potential risks and benefits of my participation. I have received a copy of this
informed consent agreement and understand that my request for the interpretation of my test
results and/or results of all information collected will be fulfilled. I agree that the results of my
treatment, including tests, photographs, and X-rays may be published for scientific purposes,
provided my identity is not revealed. I fully understand that I may withdraw from this study at
any time without prejudice or penalty. I herby give my consent to this study.

Date: Participant's Signature:

Witness Signature:
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TABLE III

Hormonal Responses to 30 Minutes of Pre-HDR and
+70* Head-Up Tilt Studies

Post-HDR

During +70* Head-Up Tilt (min)
Control 1 15 30 Presyncope

PRA (ng/ml/hr)
Pre-HDR

ET 1.14 0.19
UT 0.90 0.18

Post-HDR
ET 1.36 0.29
UT 1.46 0.34

Pre-HDR
ET 75.2 16.1
UT 84.2 21.1

Post-HDR
ET 100.0 12.6
UT 106.3 25.1

Pre-HDR
ET 3.70 0.77
UT 4.19 0.95

Post-HDR
ET 4.15 0.93
UT 3.31 0.58

Pre-HDR
ET 98.1 46.8
UT 61.8 21.4

Post-HDR
ET 56.9 16.2
UT 58.9 7.4

Pre-HDR
ET 0.33 0.08
UT 0.44 0.11

Post-HDR
ET 0.25 0.07
UT 0.36 0.09

1.11 0.20 1.75 0.52 3.26 0.80* no data
1.10 0.19 1.51 0.34 2.33 0.70* 2.16 0.63

0.65 0.11 3.57*
0.76 0.11 1.38 0.46

PA (pg/ml)

4.86*
5.84 3.36

1.14 0.42
1.65

64.5 13.0 84.0 20.4 161.5 34.0* no data
83.7 16.7 89.0 20.3 112.8 17.0 67.5 2.5

46.2 9.7 96.0
53.3 9.0 92.8 6.6

AVP (pg/ml)

215.0* 64.4 16.6
228.6 78.5* 116.0

3.61 0.44 5.42 0.63 4.62 0.89
4.22 0.86 3.85 1.13 4.01 0.74

2.52 0.88 3.24
6.73 1.55 6.10 1.57

ANP (pg/ml)

6.08
5.91 2.01

94.9 33.9 61.2 22.0 46.4 12.9
78.6 33.8 60.6 15.7 39.5 l2.4

31.6 14.0 38.3
34.6 10.0 30.2 6.4

NE (ng/ml)

18.4
49.7 7.8

0.40 0.09 0.49 0.09 0.46 0.10
0.47 0.10 0.52 0.09 0.53 0.07

0.31 0.05 0.52 0.66
0.31 0.07 0.50 0.07 0.56 0.08

no data
18.74 12.84*

27.54 15.44*
25.88*

no data
68.3 50.7

61.8 20. 0
18.1

no data
0.64 0.14

0.60 0.24
0.44

Values are means SEM. ET, UT, PRA, PA, AVP, ANP and NE
denote endurance exercise trained, untrained, plasma renin
activity, plasma aldosterone, arginine vasopressin, atrial
natriuretic peptide and norepinephrine, respectively. *
denotes significance from control value at P < 0.05.
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TABLE IV

Cardiovascular Responses to Four Hours of -60 Head-Down Rest

During -6* Head-Down Rest (min)

Control 1 5 15 30 60 120 180 240

Mean Arterial Pressure (mmHg)
ET 83.7 73.5 79.2 83.1 78.7

9.5 4.6 7.5 5.3 5.4

UT 78.5 77.7 79.9 79.0 83.3
3.1 2.3 2.8 4.1 3.9

82.2 82.4 86.6 91.7
+4.7 5.0 5.0 7.7

79.7 82.2 86.4 86.7
+4.0 6.1 4.9 4.5

Heart Rate (bpm)
54 53 52
2 2 2

65
4

65
t4

62
2

52
2

60
+3

Cardiac Index (1/min/m2)
2.80 2.78 3.05

+0.17 0.10 0.29

3.05 2.91 3.08
+0.15 0.17 0.16

51
+2

61
+3

3.03
0.32

53
+2

65
+3

2.80
+0.19

3.21 3.36
+0.22 0.23

Stroke Index (ml/m2 )
57.8 58.2
+3.4 3.7

ET 59.6
5.5

UT 49.9
2.7

62.0 62.3 56.3
+4.3 5.9 3.9

50.2 51.0 54.2 53.6 57.1
1.1 2.5 3.4 2.6 4.3

Values are means SEM. ET and UT denote endurance exercise
trained and untrained groups. Heart Rate of the ET group
was significantly less than the UT group while the stroke
index of the ET group was significantly higher than the UT
group.

ET 56
3

UT 63
3

55
3

63
+4

55
2

64
3

ET

UT

3.08
0.19

3.15
0.13
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TABLE V
Hormonal Responses to Four Hours of -6* Head-Down Rest

During -60 Head-Down Rest (min)

Control 1 5 15 30 60 120 180 240

ET mean 1.36
SEM 0.29

**

UT mean 1.46
SEM 0.34

ET mean 100.0
SEM 12.6

UT mean 106.3
SEM 25.1

ET mean 4.15
SEM 0.93

UT mean 3.31
SEM 0.58

ET mean 56.9
SEM 16.2

UT mean 58.9
SEM 7.4

ET mean 0.25
SEM 0.07

UT mean 0.36
SEM 0.09

PRA (ng/ml/hr)
1.68 1.63 1.83 1.80
0.37 0.28 0.26 0.34

1.36 1.45 1.26 1.50
0.37 0.27 0.24 0.26

PA (pg/ml)
83.3 100.3 94.2 110.0
17.0 12.6 14.8 23.5

101.0 88.6 95.0 95.
29.6 16.6 15.8 15.

AVP (pg/ml)
4.31 3.64 4.11 3.49
0.39 1.10 0.66 1.00

4.29 4.29 4.36 5.03
0.32 0.47 0.92 0.65

ANP (pg/ml)
68.0 68.5 59.3 53.6
31.2 19.7 22.8 20.1

42.5 46.7 55.8 46.4
14.4 10.0 10.2 9.7

NE (ng/ml)
0.27 0.26 0.32 0.38
0.07 0.06 0.06 0.11

0.38 0.30 0.37 0.37
0.09 0.09 0.08 0.07

1.11 1.27 1.08
0.19 0.38 0.26

1.03 0.93 0.76
0.37 0.19 0.12

89.5 69.7
9.8 11.3

8 87.8 85.2
5 16.0 9.6

69.3
6.9

*

70.0
6.4

3.06 3.78 2.76
0.63 0.97 0.37

4.57 4.28 4.45
0.73 0.85 0.50

66.2 64.4 60.2
26.0 16.7 31.9

0.87
0.20

*
0.53
0.06

55.8
7.5

*

62.0
9.3

3.58
0.51

3.77
0.73

61.7
22.2

47.4 59.7 53.8 44.9
10.1 11.5 11.1 10.2

0.30 0.24 0.31 0.28
0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07

0.37 0.38 0.32 0.33
0.07 0.08 0.06 0.09

Values are means SEM. ET and UT denote endurance exercise
trained and untrained groups, respectively. PRA, PA, AVP,
ANP and NE denote plasma renin activity, plasma aldosterone,
arginine vasopressin, atrial natriuretic peptide and
norepinephrine concentrations in plasma, respectively.
* significant difference from control value at P < 0.05. **
significant difference between ET and UT groups at P < 0.05.
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